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E.{forts to detect such particles, nal7lCd tachY'ons, haoe yielded 

on!)!" negath'e results. COlitra 1)1' to COIlZlnon beli(!;(, hO(/v'ever, the£r 

e."L'istence would not be inconsistent (('hh the theolY of relati(Jity 

Since the fommlalion of the special 
theory of reJativity by Einstein in 
1905 and its subsequent verifica

tion by imiurnerable experiments, physi
cists have generally believed 111at the 
speed of light in a vacuum (about 300,-
000 kilometers per second) is the maxi
limm speed at \'v·hich energy or informa
tion can travel through space. Indeed, 
Einstein's first article on relativity COI1-

tains the statement that "velocities great
er than that of light. .. have no pOSSibil
ity of existence." 

The basis of Einstein's conclusion was 
his discovery that the equations of rela
tivity implied that the mass of an object 
increases as its speed increases, becom
ing infinite at the speed of light (which 
is lisually denoted c). Since the mass 
of a body measures its resistance to 
a c11ange of speed, when the mass be
comes infinite the body cannot be made 
to go any faster. Stated somewhat differ
ently, the relation between energy and 
speed implied by relativity is such that 
as the speed of :: body approaches c its 
energy becomes infinite. Since this ener
gy must be supplied by whatever is ac
celerating the body, an infinite source of 
energy would be needed to speed up a 

I>)' Crr:dtl Feinherg 

body to the speed of light from any low
er speed. ~o such infinite energy source 
is available, and so it is impossible to 
make a body go from Jess than c to c. 

FurtiJemlOre, if a body could some
how be made to go from a specd Jess 
than c to one greater than c, the same 
relativity equations imply that its energy 
and momcntum ,,"ould hecome imagi
nary numbers, that is, numbers contain
ing a square root of a negative number. 
This situation docs not seem to have any 
physical meaning. Objects with imagi
nary energy clearly cannot exchange 
energy wilh objects havillg real energy 
and hence caHnot affect them. Accord
ingly, such objects could not be detected 
by real instruments, and can be said not 
to exist. Within the context in which 
Einstein worked, where the properties 
of objects varied continuously and where 
the creation of new objects was not con
sidered, it therefore seemed a logical 
conclusion that no form of energy, and 
hence no matter, could travel faster than 
light. 

With .the development of subatom
ic physics, however, the context has 
changed considerably. \Ve now know 
that the subatomic particles can easily 

be created or destroyed, and that in their 
mutual interactions their energies and 
other proper lies change discontinuously, 
rather than in the smooth way envi
sioned in classical physics. Therefore one 
can imagine the creation of particles al
ready traveling faster than light, and so 
avoid the need for accelerating them 
through the "light barrier" with the at
tendant expenditure of infinite energy. 

In addition, one can consistently re
quire that such particles alu;ays travel at 
speeds greater than c, which obviously 
cannot be the case for knO\nl particles_ 
If one assumes these conditions, there 
is no problem in satisfying the require
ment that the particles carry rcal en
ergy and momentum. This can be done 
mathematically by allowing a certain 
constant that appears in the relation be
tween energy and speed to bc an imagi
naJY number, rather than a real Ilumber 
as it is for ordilHuy particles [see top il
lustration on next tlCO pages]. This con·· 
stant is usually known as the rest mass, 
because for ordinary objects, which can 
be slowed to rest, it gives the value of 
the object's mass when at rest, 

For the hypothetical faster.than-light 
particles. which can never be brought to 

r 
SEARCH }'OR TACHYONS led the author and his colleagues at Columbia University to 
scrutinize tbousRnds of hubhle·chamber photographs such as the one on the oppo,ite pnge 
for indirect evidence of the occurrence of neutral tachyons among the hy·products of cer
tain suhatomic interactions. The photographs, "hich were originally made at the Brook· 
haven National Laboratory for another experiment, were analyzed by means of the "mi~s· 
ing mass" method. In this approach the energy and momentum of the charged particles in 
the reaction are mea:;urt!d directly from the configuration of the tracks they make in the 
buhble chamber. Although ncutral partil'les are usually not ohserved directly, it is possihle 
to tell from the yalues mC:lburcd for the dJ:lrged particles whether 01' not any neulnll par
ticles have heen produced, and also what the missing mass of theoe particles i,. In this c;aEC 

a negllth'e K meson (K-) wa~ allowed to come to rest and he captured by a proton in the 
hydrogen huhble chamhcr (sec lii(lgram at le/tl. One neutral llallidc, a lambda hyperon 
eVI), was produced llnd was detectcd through it$ decay into two tharged partide" a nef!u, 
tive pion C;,--) and a proton ([J + ). In ordcr to conserve energy and momentum, anothcr 
neutral particle (XU) had 10 he prodll(~ed in this reaetion, Inn the experimenters wcre ahle 
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EQUATIONS OF RELATIVITY pertinent to a dbct15Sion of the 
possible existence of tachyons are shown on these two pages. The 
relation between energy and speed thar must be satibfied hy any 
object obeying the specinl theory of relativity is given by equation 
a, where E is the energy of the object, v is its speed and c iti the 
speed of light. The quantity m is known as the rest mass of the ob· ' 
ject and is related to the energy Eo that the object has at rest by 
equation b. For a body traveling laster than light v2/c2 is greater 

than one; consequently the quantity under the square-root sign in 
e,quation a io Ilegath'e, and the denominator of the q1l3n:ity that is 
equal to E in the same equation is an imaginary number (that j:;. a 
numher containing a square root of a negative number). In order 
to muke E a real number one must choo.3e In It} be an imaginary 
nuillber, say m = Pi\!-i. As long a5 the oLject always travels at 
more than the speed of light, its energy, "hidl call be written ill the 
form shown in equation c, will then be real, hecause (-L.2/c:!) -1 

rest, this constant is not directly measur
able, and there IS no need for it to be 
real. The square of the rest mass, how
ever, can be expressed in terms of the 
measurable energy and momentum of an 
object and hence can be directly mea· 
sured. For ordinary objects the rest mass 
squared is found to be a positive real 
number. For faster-than-light particles 
it would be a negative number; indeed, 
this fact is the basis of one attempt to de
tect such particles. It should be men
tioned that there is a third class of parti
cles, including photons (light quanta) 
and neuh-inos, for which the rest mass is 
zero and whicn always travel at c. 

The possibility therefore seems to 
exist that there is a new kind of natural 
object: one that always travels faster 
than light. The latter statement is in
variant, in the sense that if a body trav .. 
els faster than light with respect to one 
observer, it will do so with respect to any 
other observer himself traveling in rela
tion to the first at less than the speed of 
light. These are the only observers of 
which we have any knowledge. It must 
be stressed that all the considerations 
given here and below are consistent with 
the special theory of relativity, and as
sume the validity of its equations for de
scribing particles, even jf the particles 
travel faster than Iigllt. 

trast, an increase in speed results in a 
decrease in energy. lIence a tachyon 
that was losing energy by interacting 
with matter or by radiating light would 
speed up, whereas a tachyon that was 
gaining energy from some outside source 
would slow down, and its speed would 
approach c from above rather than be
low. Thus caets as a limiting speed for 
tachyons also, but the limit is a lower 
limit, rather than the upper limit that 
it is for ordiIrary objects. 

In the limiting case of a tachyon mov
ing at infinite speed its total energy 
would be zero, although its momentum 
"vould remain finite. It should be empha
sized that for a tachyon at infinite speed 
it is the total energy that is zero and not 
just the kinetic energy. For an ordinary 
particle with nonzero rest mass the total 
energy can never vanish. 

The condition of infinite speed is, 
however, not invariant but depends on 
the observer. If a tachyon were moving 
at infinite speed as seen by one observer, 
its spced as measured by another ob
server in motion with respect to the first 
would not be inRnite but rather some 

ways Jess than its momentum multiplied 
by C; this ambivalence docs not apply 
to ordinary particles. if negative-energy 
tachyons were emitted by the unexcited 
atoms of ordinary matter, this would 
cause the emitting atoms to be unstable, 
and hence the existence of such tachyons 
\vould contradict the known stability o[ 
ordinary matter. 

The change in the sign of the energy 
of a tachyon from olJservcr to ob

server is connected to another peculiar 
property of.tachyons. If an ordinary par
ticle is seen bv one observer to be emit
ted (say hy al~ atom r1.) atone time and 
absorbed elsewhere (by atom B) at a 
later time, then an)' other observer in 

'relative motion will see this process in 
the same way-as emission by atom A 
followed at a later time by absorption by 
atom B-aIthough tIle time interyul will 
vary from observer to observer. Tachy
ons, however, because they would travel 
faster than light, would move bet\\/ec'n 
points in "space time" whose time-order
ing can vary from observer to observer. 
Therefore if one observer saw a tachyon 

Rnite value between c and infinity. This emitted by atom A at one time tl and 
is another way of phraSing Einstein's absorbed by atom B at a later time t~, 
discovery that simultaneity for events at another observer could find that the time 
different points in space has only a rela- t{ that he measures corresponding to tl 
tive and not an absolute meaning. is later than the time t{ that he measure, 

A second property of tachyons that corresponding to t2 • If this occurs, the I n anticipation of the possible discovery substantially distinguishes them from 01'- latter observer would naturally \\>ant to 
of faster-than-light particles, I named dinary particles comes about from the interpret what happens ill the following 

them tachyons, from the Greek word way mcasurements of energy and time way: The tachyon is emitted by atom B 
tachys, meaning swift. In order to show change with the relative motion of ob- at the. earlier time t./ and absorbed by 
how physicists have gone about search- servers. For ordinary particles the ener- atom A at the later time t 1', 

ing for tachyons, I shall describe SOIlle gy is a number whose value \l'ill change It can be seen that this interchange of 
of the properties that would distinguish from observer to observer but that will emission and absorption aj,o remowS 
them from ordinary particles. always be positive. A tachyon whose e11- the problem of negatiye-energy t,1ch1" 

One such property follows directly ergy is posith>e for one observer, how- ons, since the reversal betwcen obscn'crs 
from the relation between energy and ever, might appear to be negative to ot1l- of the sign of the energy oeems if and 
speed givcn in the c(ILlations of relativ- er observcrs in motion with respect to only if tlle reversal in time-ordering oe
ity. \Va ha\'e scen that for ordinary par- the first. This can occur for tachyons be- curs. Since thc emission of a ncgativf'
ticles, as their speed increascs, their e11- cause of ~hc e<;Lu~tioI1 0,' f relativitv that ~l~1flX~~I;J~~, ;t!l~ the absorplion of a 
el'~pprG\teneF.Wi· ReJfoa4?B .20DOlOt8k1tOa~ tC:J&~B~Q<r919lt&7R00f'6!i\1HM.t?JYI~~1~t~~ide trnvcli!lg in the 
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will in this case be a PQsith-c quantity. The momentum [J of any 
body ohcyillj!; the speciai theory of relativity can he cxprci'sed in 
terms of its speed by mean, of eqnation d, hI which In is indepen' 
dent of v. It follows from a combination of this cquation and equa
tion a that the quantity represented by equation e docs not depcnd 
on v and hence b the same for all ohservers. Thc quantity m:! 
(called thc rest mass squared) is then a constant for each oh~ect, 
even for hodies such .as photons \light (IUanta) or tachyons, which 

'--------------
are never at rest. Onc can al>;o deduce hom thc~e relations equation 
f. \\hkh implies that if vic is less than olle (as it is for ordinary 
ohjects), thcn pclE is lef's than onc, E~ - p!!c!! is :rrcater than zero 
und hence m:! is positive. Ou thc other hand, for ohjccts thaI go 
fa.ter than lir,ht vic is greater thun one, g.!. .- p:!c!! is less than zero 
and hence m!! is negativc_ In either ('ase tIle rest mass squared 
should always have the same value for a given ohjel'l and call he 
measured hy measuring the energy and momentum for the obje'~t. 

opposite direction produce the saml ef
fect on the ellergy of a system, it is aI
w,lyS possible for any obsen-er to insist 
tlwt all tachyons 11<1\-e posith-e energy, 
and that emission and abso1")?tioll take 
place in the familiar time-ordering, thus 
removing the instability problems that 
negative-energy tachyons would present. 
This interpretation of the negative-ener
gy states of the tachyon was first pro
posed in 1962 by O. \f. P_ Bilaniuk, 
E. C. G_ Sudarshan and V. K. Deshpande 
of the Universily of F\oehester. 

The description giwn above is in 
agreement wilh the principle of relativ
ity requirilig that any process that can 
be seen by one obser\"cr must also be a 

possible process for any other observer. 
The principle does not require, however, 
that diHerent observers agree on the in
terpretation of any individual process_ 
I-Ience there is no contradiction of the 
principle of relativity involved in the 
fact that olle observer views as absorp
tion what another views as emission, 
sincc both absorption and emission can 
be witnessed by either observer under 
suitable conditions. The novelty of tachy
ons is that emission and absorption must 
be converted into each other by a change 
in the observer's velocity, and this im
plies a closer connection between the 
two processes than exists for ordinary 
particles. 

It also implies that the numher of 
tachyons in some region of space mllst 
vary from observer to observer. Suppose 
one observer views the process of emis
sion of a tachyon by an atom, with the 
subsequent escape of the tachyon to in
finity. A second observer may view the 
same proc~ss as the tachyon's coming 
in from outer space Hnd being absorbed 
by the atom. Hence the hm observers 
will disagree on the number of tachyons 
present in the past and in the future. 
Again this situation differs from that for 
ordinary particles, where the number of 
particles present at any time is i!ic.:e
pendent of the ohserver. A detailed theo
ry of the interaction of tachyons with 

ATOM A 
--------- ---------1 

ATOM B TIME I o t. 

~--O 
L ___ _ 

PECULIAR PROPEHTY OF TACHYONS arbC5 from thc faet 
that thc time·ordering of points in "space time" between which a 

fuster.thlin-lifIhl part ide would moye could vary from obberver to 
oh,erver. Thus 8 process that appears to olle ohwl'ver as emission 
of a tachyonl,y one atolll followed by absorption of the tachyon by 
IIlIother atom could l,e reversed for another Obbe[,",;r moving ,\'it!.. 
re,peet to the fir~t. III this schematic representation of such a 
phenomenon tile first ohservt'r (left) sees atom A at rest in it, 
ground flute and atom lJ at re,t in all cxcited state at limc to' At t1 

atom B emits a tacIlyon (color), dropping 10 its ground stalc and 

ATOM A ATOM B TIME 

8----0> 0----0> t. 

I 

I 0--0> 8-------0> h' 

I L: ___________ . ____ _ _ ___ ._.J 

recoiling (brohclI arrow). At t~ this tachyon is absorhed hy atom A, 
wldeh jumps to an excited state and a1,0 recoils. In thi. situalion 
the time-orderillg "ould he to' tl' I:!.. To anolllt!r ohscrvcl" (right), 

for whom ellli':sioll and ail;;ol']Jliun han, been cxdwllged, the ~'~me 
process would appear as follows: Atom A js ·llOW 1Il0\jng at time 
to' hut is still in its ground state. It emits a tachyon at t:.:' and jumps 
to an excited state, losing Fome of its tran.!utional cllerg)'. Atom lJ, 
"hid. is moving and in un excited :;(l.te at to', ahsodls the tachyon 
at tl" dropping 10 the sfoulld ~Iate and gaining tram:latiollal 
energy. For this ulJscrver the time sequence would he to', t:~', t 1'. 
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POPULATION OF TACHYONS in a region of space at any given time would also vary 
from observer to observer. One observer (left) would view the emission of a tachyon by 
an atom at rest, with the subsequent recoil to the alom and the escape of the tachyon to 
infinity, A second obsen'er (right) would view the tachyon coming in from outer space 
and being absorbed by a moving atom, causing the atom to lose translational cnergy. 

energy greater than twice the individ
ual partic:le's rest energy. 

Assuming that charged tachyons are 
produced, how can they be detected and 
distinguished from other charged parti
cles that may be produced in the ~ame 
way, such as an electron-positron pair? 
A convenient way to do this is to make 
use of the fact that charged tachyons 
would continuously radiate photons even 
when passing through empty space. This 
phenomenon, known as Cerenkov raclla
tion after the Russian physicist who first 
observed it from electrons in 1937, oc
curs whenever a charged object moves 
through a substance at a speed higher 
than the speed of light in the substance. 
Thus an electron moving through glass 

. at a speed greater than about .7 c will 
emit Cerenkov radiation, since the speed 

matter, which has not yet been worked 
out, would have to take 'these features 

tachyons indeed exist. The only un- of light in glass is about .7 times its val-
known factor, apart from their existence, ue in free space. Since the speed of a 

into account. is the rate at which they would be pro- tachyon is greater than that of light in 
duced. Among known particles the pro- free space, one \vould expect the tachyon 1-1 aving convinced ourselves that the duction ratc varies by many orders of to emit Cerenkov radiation cven in a 

existence of faster-than-light pouti- magnitude. Pions, for instance, are pro- vacuum, and a calculation confirms the 
cles does not imply any contradiction duced quite readily, whereas neutrinos expectation: The light would be emitted 
of relativitv, we must nevertheless leave are very difficult to produce. Therefore at a characteristic angle depending onl~' 
the detcm;ination of whether such ob- whereas an experiment with a positive on the speed of the tachyon [see illllstra
jects really happen in nature to the ex- result could establish the existence of tion on opposite page]. Calculation also 
perLrnental phYSicist. In the present state tachyons, a negative result could at best shows that a tachvon with the same 
of theoretical physics there are few cir- establish an upper limit for the rate at charge as an clectr;n would lose energy 
Clll1lstances in which theories flatly pre- which tachyons are produced from the so quickly through Cercnkov r.diation 

. diet that certain objects must exist. In- particles involved. Only the demonstra- that even if it is produced with a very 
stead these theories generally enable us tion that this rate, in all reactions stud- high energy, its energy will drop below 
to describe varioLls hypothetical objects, ied, is much less than the ratc of produc- one electron volt before it has uavelcd 
and we must determine by experiment tion of any other particles would lead one millimeter. 'Vhen this happens, the 
which objects exist in reality. For exam- to the conclusion that tachyons probably Cerenkov radiation will no longer in· 
pIe, present theories allow for the de- do not exist at all. elude visible light, whose photons have 
scription of particles with an electric energies of more than two electron volts. 
charge equal to half the electron's charge Two kinds of experimental attempt to Instead the radiation will consist of infra
and a mass six times the electron's mass, produce and detect tachyons have red and longer wavelengths, \vhich arc a 
but we are fairly confident from experi- been made so far. These experiments are good deal harder to det~ct. In order to 
ments that no such objects arc to be sensitive to different types of tachyon avoid this problem the Princeton experi
found in nature. 'Ve do not, however, and use very different methods, and so menters used the ingeniolls scheme of d
know why this is so, and we may not they will be discussed separately. The lowing any tachyons produced to move 
know until we have more fundamental first experiment, which was done two through a region empty of matter but 
theories than we have now. years ago at Princeton University by containing an electric field. The electric 

The situation with tachyons is similar; Torsten AlvLiger and ~[jchael N. Kreisler, field \\Toufd transfer energy to charged 
to settle the issue of their existence one was a search for electrically cbarged particles, but it would not cause ordinary 
turns to the experimentalist. This is not tachyons, It has been known for 35 years particles to radiate detectable amount~ 
to say, however, that he must hope to that electrically charged particles can be of light. A tachyon passing through the 
stumhle on them somewhere in the uni- produced in pairs by the passage of high-region, on the other hand, woulJ rc~(C'h 
verse, One feature of all particle theories energy gamma rays (photons) through an equilibrium between gaining energy 
based on relativity is that they imply that matter. Many of the known types of from the field and losing energy through 
if particles of some type exist at all, it charged elementary particle have been radiation, and would therefore contim:e 
must be possible to create them from made in this W'1y. It fr;lllows that if elec- to radiate photons of about the cquilibri-
other particles, provided that enough trieally charged tachyons exist, it should urn energy. By fixing the value of the 
energy is available. For tachyons this he possible to produce them from pho- fieId, the experimenters were able to 

condition of having enough energy is tons. As indicated ~bove, the fact that makc this equilihriwn energy corresponJ 
particularly easy to satisfy, because fast tachyons can occur with zero total en- to photons of visible light, thus making 
tachyons have very low energy. It is ergy means that a pair of them can be the radiation easy to detect, 

thereW!l! eU),Y. to s~ til:' D~¥.iriment~o~~<Jq d-l~.e BlJ~~OP9~~nn18? RQOU1Inn03000,LtQ\lv;iger an? Kn:is
con~P~Wc%~q'!ITL~ t:Rl~b~r~o~ltf '{MIMe a's a paIr oron!l1'nary part~res can er use'c1gamma rays'trom a r;:·,dJO<lctivc 
be proclw.:\.!d {runl ollier particles if only be produced by a pholon with an cesium source. These high-energy pho-



( 

tons hil a lead shield that prevented c1"~; it is called th~ missing-mass meth- will h~"c the same value in each event, 
'them from reacl~tSr\lro~#'At<fdr'~el~l ~()'(){Jm8,rol ~ac!AJ.lRI2)p96-M~OO01000aQo.OltL9s pro-

Iy. Beyond the sr&.-Il'~\'as a hIgh-vacuum reactions among elementary particles are ducccI;'""t'iJe missing mass will not have a 
region. colltaLing two parallel plates examined in a detecting apparatus (in unique value but will vary from event to 
with an electric field behyccn them [see our case a bubble chamber) in which the event, depending on the angle between 
illustration on 11CXt page]. Pairs of momentum and energy of the charged the directions of the two neutral parti
charged tachyons coulel be produced by particles in the reaction can be mea- cI~s, among other things. lIenee those 
tJ1C photon~ in passing through the lead, sured. In some fraction of the reactions events containing several neutral part i
and some of thcse would escape (since a number of ncutral particles will be pro- clcs will in general show a distribution 
they speed up while losing energy) into duced in addition to the charged parti- in the missing mass squared over a range 
the region bchveen the plates. A photo- cles observed. These neutral particlcs are of values. Since there is no way of know
multiplier tube was used to detect any usually not observed directly, and it is jng a primi whether a given event eon
photons radiated by the tachyons passing of tell not even known how many of tains one or many neutral particles, the 
through the region. them are produced. By applying the experimenter must combine all events to 

No positive indication of Cerenkov laws of the. conservation of energy and obtain an overall distribution of missing 
radiation, and hence no evidence for momentum, however, it is possible to mass squared [see illustration on page 
tachyon production, was found in this tell from the values measured for the 77]. The production of single particles 
experimcnt. More precisely, UIC rate of charged particles whether 01: not any will usually stand out as a pcak at a 
production of tachyon pairs was found neutral particles lJave been produced, specific value in the distribution of miss
to be less than one ten-thousandth of the and also what the momentum and en- ing mass. If there is 110 such pcak, it usu
knO\\11 rate for prodUcing electron-posi- ergy carried away by these particles are. ally means that the production of a single 
tron pairs by photons of slightly higher The latter quantities, deRned as the dif- neutral particle is improbable compared 
energy. The mass-energy relation sati5- ference between the energy or momen- with the production of several neutral 
fled by tachyons makes it highly unlikely tum of the particles observed going into particles. 
that this rate can depend very sensitively the react jon and the energy or momen- In using the missing-mass method to 
on either the photon energy or the tum of the particles observed emerging search for neutral tachyons, we note that 
tachyon mass. Therefore it seems, with from the reaction, are kno\\l1 as the miss- if a Single neutral tachyon is produced, 
one qualification to be discussed below, ing energy and momentum. If there are the missing mass squared is a negative 
that tachyons with a charge approxi- no missing energy and momentum in a number. Furthelmore, if two or more 
mately equal to the electron's charge given event, it suggests that no other neutral tachyons are produced, the miss
simply do not exist. Tachyons with a particles have been produced. ing mass squared can be either positi\"e 
charge diHcring from the electron's From thc missing energy and momen- or negative depending on the configura
charge by more than a factor of two in tum in a specific event One can calculate tion. If the missing mass squared is ob
the upward direction or .1 in the down- a "missing mass squared" for the event. served to be negative for any events, 
ward direction \','ould probably not have If exactly one missing neutral particle then necessarily at least one t:1ch)'on 
been seen in tile experiment. Of course, has becn produced, the missing mass must have been produced among the 
ullc11arged tachyons, which would not squared is the actual mass of the palti- neutral particles. In other \\'ords, a col
emit Cerenkov radiation, ,,,"ould not }]uve cle squared. A number of elementary lection of ordinary particles cannot have 
been detected either. parlides, such as the neutral cta meson, a negative mass squared. Hence in order 

The qualiucation that must be made to 
these conclusions is that it is uncer

tain whether or not tachyons might lose 
energy through processes other than 
Cerenkov radiatio·n. One such possibility 
is that a single tachyon could decay into 
several tachyons, each of lower energy. 
If there were such other energy-loss 
mechanisms, the amount of Cerenkov 
radiation actually emitted might be 
smaller than the anticipated amount, 
and the value of the upper limit for the 
number of tachyons produced would be 
.too low. For this reason, and because we 
are in general ignorant about possible 
interactions of tachyons with matter, it 
was thought desirable to search for 
tachyons in a manner independent of 
how they interact after being produced. 

Such an experiment was performcd 
recently by a group at Columbia Uni
versity consisting of Charles Baltay, 
Ralph Linsker, Noel K. Yeh and myself. 
The method used was a well-known one 
for searching for new elementary parli-

have been detected in this way. The ob- to investigate neutral-tachyon produc
vious advantage of the method is that tion by means of specific incident parti
nothing need be assumed about what the c1es, one makes a plot of the missing 
missing particle does after being pro- mass squared for all events and looks for 
duced. Its presence is indicated simply any events with a negative missing mass 
by the mass it represents, which is in- squared. The production of single tachy
ferred from measurcments made on onS would give a peak in the missing
known particles. mass-squared distribution at some nega-

If a single neutral particle of a spe- tive value, whereas the production of 
eWe kind is produced, the missing mass two neutral tachyons would give a broad 

CERENKOV RADIATION would be emitted continuously by an electrically ch31"gcd tachy. 
on moving in a vacuum. Thc characterislic angle (0) at which the photons (black) would 
be cmitted would depend only on the speed of the tachyon: the {a,ler the tacllyon, the g["eat. 
er the angle. Ordinary charged partides, such as the eJeell"Oll, emit Ccrenkov radiation 
only when tlleY move through a substance fasler than the fpeed of lighl in the substance. 
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distrifmtioll of ilic total missing mass the dLffercnce between the sum of~' tachyon-productIOn events this should 
sr:!'.!ared, over both positive and negative initial values for tI,e K meson and the only reduce the number by the ratio of 
values, without any sharp peaks. proton, and the values for the emerging remaining events to total events, where

In our experiment two reactions were 
studied. In one, negative K mesons 

were allowed to come to rest and be cap
tured by protons in a hydrogen bubble 
chamber. One neutral particle, a lambda 
hyperon, was produced and was detect
ed through its decay in the bubble cham
ber into two charged particles. (The mo
mentum and energy of the lambda.par
ticle can then be inferred from the mea
sured values for the charged particles.) 
In order to conserve energy and momen
tum other neutral particles had to be 
produced. These were usually a single 
neutral pion, or sometimes a neutral pion 
and a photon. The events had aU been 
analyzed previously for other purposes, 
so that the momentum and energy of the 
charges were already measured. A plot 
of the missing mass squared ~vas made 
for some 6,000 events involving the cap
ture of a negative K meson. It should 
be realized that in this case the missing 
energy and momentum are denned as 

• 

lambda particle, which, as indicated as it should eliminate all ~puriOl1S neg::. .. 
above, can be inferred from its decay live-mass-squared events clue to capture 
products, even though it is neutral. In inllight. \VLen this test was carried out, 
our nrst set of measurements a number the number of events with negative rniss
of events were found with a negative ing mass squared was reduced to 23 
missing mass squared, which suggested from an original total of 101, indicat
tachyon production. Caution, ho\vevcr, ing that most of the StlIJposed tachyon 
suggested that various tests be made bc- events were actually captures in flight, 
fore this conclusion could be accepted. producing ordinmy particles. 

One test involved making sure that The remaining events were carefully 
the K mesons \vere really at rest when remeasured to ensure that the missing 
captured. If this were not the case, the mass squared had been correctly mea
missing mass squared would be incor- sured. It was found in each case that the 
rectIy calculated for a given event, since tme missing mass squared was posith'e 
in the calculation it was always assumed or zero, within the precislon of the mea
that the meson was at rest when cap- surements. Hence what was originally a 
hucd. If the direction of the lambda par- substantial number of tachyon-candidate 
ticle were nearly the same as the actual events was reduced, after careful study, 
direction of a K meson captured in flight, to none at alL By compaxing the limit on 
then the missing mass squared could be tachyon production (less than one) with 
measured as negative when it was really the total number of events seen, most of 
positive. Accordingly all events in which which had a missing mass squared rep
the angle between the K meson and the resented by a neutral pion, it can be ill
lambda particle was less than 60 degrees ferred that the rate of tachyon produc
were removed froin the sample. For true tion is less than one part in 400 of the 

PHOTOMULTIPLIER 

~ LEAD SHIELDING/" '~ __ ~_, __ . __ ._ J 
EXPEIUl\1ENT designed to detect clwrged tachyons by means of high·vacuum region, which contained two parallel plates with an 
their Cerenkov radiation was carried out two years ago by Torsteri electric field between them: The purpuse of the decal" fidd wa5 to 
Alviiger and Michael N. Kreisler at Princeton University. They transfer just enough energy to the tachyons to compensate for tLe 
used a radioactive cesium SOllree to provide high·energy gamma energy they lost throu~h radiation, thus enahlin;; them til wntimle 

rays iy), which were allowed to hit a lead shield that prevented to radiate photons of vbible light. A photolllultiplier luha was metl 
tlWIIl from reaching the detection apparatus directly. Pairs of to detect any photon~ radiated })y the tachyons p35Sinl!" throHsh 
charied tachyons could IJC C!:0d~lced by the gamma raj photons in this region. No positive indication of Cerenkov r(1di.11ion (and 
pas;l!\PfDrlCj)~ed: it.(j)( lll'Cteleaset~QO.QL&HJs1:Oe: iCJA-RmB96~07a8lRD00t1~QOlQDO~I\'S in this cxperilHeJl1 
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pioll production latJ,\p!pl1QV~~icfior Rel~OI08I1'(}-:··ClA- OOG-1-Gr1-911:.!1 
a slTOng production process. Of ('ourse'l I 
the tachyva protiuc:tion rate was also 
consistent with zero. I 

A similor search by the ~ame group, 

carried out all the annihiJillion of anti- f?9;'j 150 f--.----.-- .-------------- .,.-------.--- --·---c---------+--------'-l' 
1)roto115 with protons, gave no examples .... ~ 
of tachyon pruduction and a similarly :J ~ 
Jow limit for the rate of tachyon produc- ~ ~~_ 
tion in that reaction. In (,3ch of the ex- Vi ';> I 

periments 5ingl~ tachyolls could be pro- ~ 100 _________ .. ; ........ ___________ .. _______ ... __ "".__ _ __ f~ __ ' ____ t-____ ·_·" __ ·_. __ • __ I' 

Juced only if their mass squared was ~ j ~c~·._.·,·,.~-.<'.' .• :-.·::,_· .• · ~,;.t. ~. t Ii within a specific range of vallies, and 0 ~: 
hellce the experiment testcd single- g: 
tachyon protludion ollly for particles in ~ r=, I, ,_" ,-" I I' I 
that mass range. There are reasons to lU __________ ._f: f:'w'~:i=_~LLj -"_" ___ ...1 
believe. IJo\\,c\'cr, that single-tachyon is 50 --.. -----l·---------·-~- ~: -f';, ll'" ~,: II 

production is forbidden anY\\'ay, just ::3 It' 

~:,,'~;f,I:, ~;~,~I~,~li;:',t~;I,:I~:t;~:'~,~~;~: ~ L __ .. _.",_,-"- ::i_l-_~:_:.:,,:ll-.______: :~JJ 
);'ollctbeless, production o]f l\\'O tachy- w 0 -;:_____. ___ ~..u..._"__= __ ._____ _ __________________ _ 

OilS, or oftachyoll-antitacl),on pairs, is o. -.10 -.1 -,05 0 ,05 .1 
not so forbidden, Sueh two.particle pro- ~ MISSING MASS SQUARED (BILLIONS OF ELECTRON VOLTS SQUARED) 

z 
duclioll ('Ould occur in either experiment u

w
;; 20 r----·---l-------- '"-,,--------- -" .. -.... -.. -·--·-,-:-:--------1 

no matter whal the s(luared mass of the I [ 

individual taehyons was, and so the ex- 0 
periments actually put rather sharp lim- ffi 15 ----------------1-.-----.. -------- -------- --,---- ----------j 

its on the productioll of tachyons of allY ~ 
mass, except for values so near zero that =1 

z 
they arc within the experimcntal error of I ! I : 
Leing positiyc. ~~ i 

5 --I---------"j--"-m--
ri 

\If)")! [ --~---I 130th of the direct experimental search-
es for tachyons that have been car

Tied out h3\-e therefore yielded negative 
results, Indirect argmnents have also 
tended to restrict still further the pos
sible interactions of tachyons. Ac('Ording 
10 one of these arguments, if charged 
tachyons exist, the photoll would not he 
a stable object but instead would decay 
within some time period illlO a pair of 
charged tachyons_ We know that pho
tons can travel for billions of years across 
i.lltergalactie space without so decaying. 
This implies that if charged tachyons 
exist at all, then either their charge is 
many orders of magnitude smaller than 
that of the electron, which means that 
they interact wry weakly with photons, 
or else their mass squared is very close 
to zero, which makes them difficult to 

o _ ... ----.----- ---------~ -'---....:.~.,.:.'--' --~. --------.-----j 
-,15 -,1 -,05 OG5 .1 

MISSING MASS SQUARED (BILLIONS OF ELECTRON VOLTS SQUARED) 

RESULTS of the analysis by the author and his colleagues at Columhia of wille 6,OO() 
Jmhblc-chamhcr events involving the capture of a negative K me~on are presented here in 
the form of two curves repre~enting the overall distrihution of mis~inl! mass ;;quared fur all 
events in terllls of its energy equivalent in hillions of electron volts squared. The highest 
peak ill each case corresponds to the production of oingle neutral pions. The PNduclion of 
single neutral tachyons would result in a similar peak at some ne~ati\'e value of llIi"sing 
mas,; squared, whereas the prodnction of two neutraltaehyons would give a 1)1'oad di;;trihu
lion of the total missing mass squared over both po~itive and nel'ative values without any 
~harp peaks, III an early sct .of measurements (tol') a numher of events were found with a 
negative missing mass squared, \\hich suggesled tachyon )Jroduction. In :l bub5cquenl test 

e (bOt./OIll), which involved rechecking some of the measurements, the lIumher of events 
with negative missing ma~8 squared was reduced 10 essentially zero, indicating thaI mo.1 
of the supposed tachyon e'-ents were actnally errors in the lirs! set of mea,uremcnts. 

distinguish from ordinary particles. Sim- results to conclude that h.chyons cannot nomena, sudl as ('Osmic rays. A difficulty 
ilar mndusions can be Jw\\'n from in- be protluced at all from ordinary parli- in carrying out such a search is that 
direct arguments about the \'ery small des, \ve scem to be left with two possi- tachyons should Jose encrgy rapidly and 
interactions of neutral tachyolls. bililics. One remote possibility is that become hard to detect. The sccond pos-

The possibilit~, that tachyolJs exist hut tachyons do intcract with ordinary par- sibility is that tachyons simply do not 
do not interact at all with ordinary par- tides and can exchange energy with exist, and that n;lture has Hot filled the 
!.ides need not conccrn liS, because if them but cannot he procluced from them. niche that is aU()\\'ed by the theory !Jf 
they do not interact with the objects that This situation would strongly contradict relativity. If this is--the case, as now 
,compose our measuring instruments, we all our experience with relativistic quan- seems probable, we may nol understand 
jl:we no possible way to detect them, and tum theories of particles, and so it is im- whv it should be so until we reach a 
,,)[ our pUlVOSCS it is the same as if they probable hut perhaps not impossible. mu~h deeper understanding of the na-
do /Jot exist at all. The hypothesis could be tested by lure of elementary particles than now 

If we plausibly .i:p~~gJ~d a~~~ R~I~~~l~ ~OOO'708/1 0 ;Hcll~_~DP9C6~\(fo787Ro001 00030001-9 
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